
ORCA SURFACES 
FROM THE DEPTHS 

By Stephen Malley 

This madness called ocean swimming: mornings in the pool, eight to 15 miles in 
the ocean, winter workouts, 58-degree water, sunup to sundown. Why? "Because 
it's there." 

t was well past midnight last Aug. 22, moonless and black. 
The air was stirred by a slight breeze and the waves lapped 
gently at the pebbles on the shore at Catalina Island's Doe's 
Cove--as the island natives call Emerald Bay. 

They were on the beach now. Walking at the water's edge, 
heads down, kicking pebbles. Mary Beth stooped to pick up a 
shell. Siga Albrecht and Mary Beth Colpo; coach and swimmer; 
t eacher  and s tuden t .  The swim from Catal ina  Is land to 
Marineland would be the  crowning touch on months  of 
practice--eight to 12 hours per day--12, 15, 18 miles--sunup to 
sundown. The physical training was Mary Beth's work. She 
credits Siga with the mental preparation--reassuring, coaching 
and directing. Tonight's swim was the final exam at the end of a 
very trying term. A summation of every question. A trying of 
the facts. 

"Mary Beth," Siga asked for the hundredth time, "do you 
want me to go over your training? This is what you've worked 
for, and you've worked hard." 

Mary Beth Colpo--16, hear ty ,  exuberan t ,  senior  class 
president at Downey's Pius Catholic High School, 10-year 
swimming veteran, 3~5 grade point average in an accelerated 
study program--shook her head. "Nope, she laugneo, A m not 
worried. I know I can make it." 

Orea is Icelandic for strength (and also the name of a famous 
whale). The Orca Swimming Club unofficially began in 1972 with 
two swimmers. Now, six or seven 16-23 year olds train regularly 
under Siga Albrecht, an Icelandic-born former ocean swimmer. 

Skipper Micky Pittman idled the Atlantis, his 65-foot charter 
boat, in the deep water in the bay. He and his three-man crew, 
plus friends of the swimmer and spare paddlers, awaited Siga's 
return. Siga remained with her swimmer until the final minutes. 

The lights from the Atlantis stood out in the dark, and seemed 
bright to Mary Beth. Siga kissed her and gave a reassuring 
wave as she climbed back in the skiff. A sudden chi l l - -nerves?-  
made Mary Beth shiver. Two paddlers, both experienced in the 
ways of the ocean, sat astride their boards in the shallow water. 
Siga 's  husband,  Hans,  the  AAU long d is tance  swimming 
chairman, was on one board and a friend, Casey, sat on the 
other. They would accompany and guide Mary Beth through the 
first two-hour shift. 

Alone now, Mary Beth's thoughts wandered back to the day 
she had spent with her coach and Hans on Catalina--playing in 

the surf, riding a horse Hans had rented, and toying with a baby 
octopus which had "snook up on us and was about to wrap his 
legs around ours." The helicopter ride to the island that morning 
had made her sick, but the shrimp dinner that night was 
somehow symbolic. 

BOO-O-O-M-M-M-the sound of the warning gun scrambled 
the swimmer's thoughts, accelerated her pulse. Her heart 
skipped and a thousand thoughts  f lashed by in the next  
micro-second. At once she was ready to start.  Eager. Adjust the 
goggles, touch the vaseline smeared on the shoulder where the 
blue tank suit rubbed. Later, Mary Beth said the minute 
between the warning gun and the starting signal seemed longer 
than the eight hours, 43 minutes it took to become the first 
woman and fastest swimmer ever to complete the Catalina to 
mainland crossing. 

| f the air is clear enough, if the haze and the low-hanging 
smog cloud release their stranglehold on Lo~ Angeles, then 
Catalina Island rises out of the Pacific just south of Los Angeles. 
On some days, the island is invisible. On other days, it 's merely 
a shadow in the murk. But once in a while, when the air is fit for 
breathing and for seeing, the island is outlined sharply against a 
blue-sky backdrop, and seemingly near enough t o . . .  to touch. 

The channel between Doc's Cove on Catalina Island and the 
boulder strewn cliffs near Marineland, 21.7 as-the-crow-flies- 
miles, tosses and tugs friskly at the sailboats, fishing trawlers 
and freighters which chug through enroute to the Los Angeles 
Harbor in San Pedro, and charter vessels and ferries haul 
visitors to the island, where the Wrigleys of chewing gum fame 
maintain a vast estate and game reserve. 

In 1927, the Wrigleys organized the first cross~hannel race as 
a promotional ploy for Catalina Island. A top prize of $25,000 
was offered for the fastest finisher. Of 102 starters, only George 
Young, a Canadian, out-battled the cold, the swells and the 
currents to complete the swim. His time, 15-plus hours, was 
slow by today's standards. But the seed for swimming the 
channel "because it's there" was planted. 

T h e  heart is the truest  measure of an ocean swimmer's 
success. Like soul. Like spirit. Like soulful emotional spirit. 
Punching through pain barriers at 90 strokes per minute, winter 
workouts and 58~legree water. Mental conditioning is above par 
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After struggling through currents, tides and ocean swells 
for eight hours, 43 minutes, Mary Beth Colpo battered her 

knees on the rocks at Marinelend. 

with physical training. 
By appearances, especially when bundled from head to toe 

against the cold, Siga Albrecht could be mistaken for one of her 
swimmers. The intensity in her eyes while watching practice, 
however, and the urgency in her voice when giving instructions, 
defines her role as coach. She says her greatest feeling of 
accomplishment, greater even than the eight successful 
crossings she has coached and coaxed the past two summers, 
and greater than all the records Orca has established {both 
directions, singles and doubles, men and women), is giving a 
swimmer strength to make one more pull through the salt water 
and tears--when one more pull is toying with the break~ven 
point. 

"One thing that really makes me feel like I'm a coach." she 
says quietly, "is when a swimmer comes out of the water during 
a workout, in tears, saying, 'I c-a-a-a-a-n't go any more,' and I 
can answer her. I can put my arm around her and talk her back 
into the water. 

"Sure the crossings are worthwhile," she continues, "but they 
are just the dessert." 

"It's easy to get down on practice," Colpo admits, "but Siga is 
really positive and keeps us up. She kept reminding us of what 
we were working for. It's neat to commit yourself to someone 
like this and she was the one who would get me where I wanted 
to go. I give her all the credit. Without this and without her, I 
wouldn't have been able to do it." 

"It takes someone who is willing to work with the mental side 
as well as the physical," Cindy Cleveland adds. 

Ocean training begins at Thanksgiving and continues for two 
days each week through the winter. Swims are short, often no 
longer than two or three miles. And rather than physical 
conditioning, the practices build confidence and a base for future 
goals. "If they know they can get out and swim through this," 
Hans said during an early February workout as a steady rain 
fell at Naples Beach, "they know they can swim through 
anything." 

Hans and Siga, dressed in full-length rain gear, walked the 
beach, studying the stroke mechanics and generally "getting to 
know the swimmers, mentally and physically." The rain was 
cold, the air temperatures had dropped to 50 degrees. After 
completing a one-mile lap between bridges, each of the five 
swimmers rushed ashore, joking and shivering. Instructions 
from the coach sent them rushing back into the 58-degree water. 
Church-going families in cars on the nearby road stared hard as 

they passed. Soon the swimmers and Siga will map a series of 
goals, and mark the path to reaching them. 

The swimmers meet year-around at 6 aJn. for pool training 
with the Lakewood Swim Club, where Siga and former 
Olympian Mark Russell coach an AAU club. At Easter, the club 
begins to gradually increase the intensity and frequency of the 
ocean workouts--reaching a peak of eight to 15 miles and six 
days per week in June and July, a program other ocean 
swimmers consider the most rigorous in the sport. 

To accommodate this sunup to sundown schedule, Mary 
Beth's mother pedaled a bicycle five miles to work so her 
daughter could use the car. "I didn't mind," Mrs. Colpo says. "I 
enjoyed it. I needed the exercise." 

In spite of the time committed to swimming, the group is not 
maladjusted socially. All have friends and interests on dry land. 
Outside activities are condensed and force-fed into available 
free time. Parental pressure, unlike the unwielding weight born 
by many an age grouper, often takes the opposite form with 
pleas of, "Can't you take a day off?" The team is also a group of 
friends, like any group bound by similar interests. The mental 
load of practice is lightened by jokes, and when Colpo broke 
John York's and David Cox's record for a single crossing, York 
presented her with a bouquet of roses. 

The heart and soul commitment, then, is the first step to 
success, to the measure of personal accomplishment--not to 
glory, awards, ribbons, media attention or a straight shot at the 
Olympics. 

"Ocean swimming is an inner struggle," said Mary Beth 
during an afternoon break at school, registering at UCLA for an 
English class she will take to get a jump on her freshman year 
there, and afternoon workout with the Lakewood club. She has 
already established national cutoff times of 1:02.2 and 2:11.9 in 
the 100 and 200 meter freestyle---sprint races in the swell of the 
ocean. However, she rarely competes for the club and Russell 
understands that Colpo's love is the ocean, and he allows that 
workouts with the club are in preparation for future ocean 
swims. 

"Ocean swimming puts everything to the swimmer," Mary 
Beth contends, searching hard for the words to answer the most 
obvious question: why? What's the goal? What's the objective? 
What's the drive? "In the ocean, you are only competing with 
yourself. The only thing stopping you is the water and the 
conditions--no national times or a pool~nd every 25 yards. And 
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Hans recalls, "When he took eight •strokes without breathing, we pulled him out." 
It was two months before York was able to return to the water. 

I like that. It's more of a challenge-for me to swim in the ocean 
than in a pool. It takes more out of me, mentally and physically. 
Sure, pool training can be tiring, but you aren't in the water for 
so long. When I started, it really blew my mind. I had never 
cried so hard, never been so tired." For an ocean swimmer, the 
preliminaries are finished in practice. 

S i g a  and Syndi Goldenson climbed aboard the helicopter 
within hours of Colpo's crossing and returned to Catalina Island. 
Micky Pittman and the Atlantis returned to San Pedro to put 
the boat back in order, and Mary Beth left with her jubilant 
parents. She had completed the swim, established a-record, and 
the local media gobbled it up with front page coverage. Without 
sleeping, the adrenalin coursing through her blood, she 
reboarded the Atlantis that  evening to watch Goldenson 
attempt her crossing. Mary Beth finally fell asleep, for the first 
time in 40 hours, two hours before her teammate cast off. 

Goldenson's swim took more than 15 hours, nearly double 
Colpo's time, and the media billed it as "Attempt to Break 
Record Fails." But here is where the record fell off the 
turntable. Goldenson's swim raised nearly $1,000 for various 
handicap charities. She, by the way, also suffers a handicap. A 
nerve in her shoulder often fails to send an impulse to her 
shoulder muscle and, as a result, she completed parts of her 
crossing while stroking with only one arm. At times, Hans says, 
she was actually swimming out to sea when the currents were 
winning the fight against her. 

Goldenson ret i red after completing her swim, and now 
attends practices and helps maintain a jovial spirit. " I  never 
though of the distance," she said recently, thinking back to the 
start, remembering the wait and anticipation. "I only thought of 
the time--of how long I would be in the water. But I knew I was 
ready for it, and wasn't afraid of the distance." 

Greta Anderson made the first successful double crossing in 
1956 in 28 hours, which was remarkable considering how little 
was known about physiology and training methods then. Her 
records stood until 1976, when the Orca swimmers began their 
assualt. In ~wo summers (1976 and 1977) Siga's swimmers made 
nine attempts. Eight were successful. Only 15-year-old John 
York's double crossing attempt failed--by 200 yards. Three 
days after Colpo's crossing, Penny Dean shattered Anderson's 
two-way crossing time by eight hours. 

"When I put a swimmer in the water," Siga says, "they are 
ready, and they know it. We both know that we have done 
everything possible to make the crossing successful." 

"But," she adds quickly, "I can't control the conditions of the 
ocean." John York doesn't remember the last hour of his swim. 
On the first lap, from Catalina to the mainland, he established a 
new record for men. On the return trip, \however, the ocean 
conditions and the swimmer's conditioning waged a full-scale 
battle. 

First York became seasick in the eight to ten foot seas. He 
vomited regularly for four miles, couldn't eat or  drink, and 
caught a cold. With three miles remaining of the 45-mile round 
trip, he swam into a thermocline, where the cold water from the 
bottom is forced to the surface, and the water temperature 
dropped 10 degrees. The paddlers felt the change, "like turning 
on a cold tap into a sink." York doesn't remember it, yet he 
battled to within 200 yards of shore before the paddlers plucked 
him from the water. Hans was paddling at the time and recalls, 
"When he took eight strokes without breathing, we pulled him 
out." It was two months before York was able to return to the 
water. 

Of all the adverse conditions battling the swimmers, Siga says 
the cold is the greatest worry. In this respect, ocean swimming 
is comparable to mountain climbing--conditions, rather than 
conditioning, halts most unsuccessful expeditions. 

Recently, studies were done on three members of the Orc'a 
team by a team of physiology researchers at USC who are 
making a study of endurance athletes marathon runners ,  
bicyclists, swimmers and cross country skiers. The team, 
headed by Dr. Jeff Dweyer,  a respi ra tory  a n d  exercise 
physiologist, is comparing the results of cardiovascular and 
respiratory stress tests, maximum oxygen uptake, and percent 
of bodj, composition fat of the athletes in the various sports. 

The marathon swimmers, interestingly, contained the highest 
percent of body fat of any of the athletes tested. This, Dweyer 
said, is a key. Where the normals are 15 percent for untrained 
males and 20 percent for untrained females, the swimmers 
ranged from 23 percent body fat in John York's case, to over 
30 percent in the females. Many marathon runners maintain fat 
levels of less than five percent. 

"This extra fat," Dweyer said, "is being used in one of its most 
basic functions. It allows the swimmers to withstand the cold. It 
acts as insulation, and this is definitely a factor to their success." 

Because the fat proport ion is higher in females, Hans 
theorizes that this could be a reason why women have faster 
times for ocean swims than the men. 

Surprisingly, skiers, who train in their sport for only a part of 
the year, were found to have the highest oxygen uptake (ability 
to utilize available oxygen) of all athletes tested. The swimmers 
were not found to be above the normal level of the athletes 
tested, which led Dweyer to speculate, "Perhaps they are over- 
training. And we have reason to believe that many American 
athletes overtrain." 

~'~ ans Albrecht admits that his interest in long distance swim- 
ming stems from his marriage to Siga, although he is an 
administrator with the Los Angeles County lifeguards. He 
paddles with the swimmers and leads them through the surf and 
rocks at the finish, and although he is not a distance swimmer, 
Hans relates co the swimmers' experiences through other 
ways--as a long distance runner. He recently completed a 
26-mile, 385-yard marathon in three hours, 14 minutes. 

Both Albrechts  associate marathon swimming with his 
running,  and Siga encourages her swimmers to witness 
marathon races whenever possible. "It's really a feeling of 
accomplishment," Hans says. "Both swimming and running." 
The five members of Orca, who are sitting in the coach's van 
after practice, nod in agreement. "It's an emotional experience 
as much as physical. Have you ever seen someone break down 
after completing a marathon, overcome with emotion just 
because they finished? This is the same thing." 

T h e  final minute ticked past. At 12:51 a.m., the gun was fired 
again, signaling the start of Mary Beth's swim. She didn't think 
of the chill of the water. She could see the lights illuminating the 
sky above Los Angeles like a glowing breath. She was eager, 
and charged through the surf, sure of her strength. The 
Catalina-to-mainland is the most difficult of the Catalina 
Channel single crossings because of currents and tides. Colpo 
chose to swim to t he  mainland because, "I wan~ed to swim 
home." 

Her previous week's training had tapered to a mere two 
miles, and energy reserves were uncorked. Her normal bubbly 
spirit overflowed into exuberance. "I was on cloud nine," she 
recalls. 

"Come on," Hans shouted. "You can do it." But Mary Beth 
didn't hear. She was already into her 90-strokes-per-minute, 
breathing-every- thi rd-s t roke pace. Two hours later ,  when 
ordered to stop for her first scheduled pint of glucose 
replacement drink, Colpo argued, "I don't want to stop. I w a n t  
to do good." 

The swimmers are obviously well trained for their part in the 
crossing. But Hans adds, "If we've learned anything, it's that 
everyone is vital." Micky Pittman, skipper of the Atlantis, has 
lived on the ocean most of his life. He worked with Greta 
Anderson nearly 20 years ago and Siga hired Pittman and his 
crew because she had heard, "They are the best around." Cost of 
a single crossing runs to $700 for the boat, crew of three, 
skipper, food and supplies. Double crossings requiring two 
skippers and seven crew members cost the swimmer nearly 
$1,200. The money must be raised through donations from 
family and friends. 

Every angle is analyzed, and changes and improvements are 
made for each crossing. A number of Siga's methods are 

• considered revolutionary. The boat, for instance, remains close 
to the swimmer, dispelling earlier beliefs that the fumes would 
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Colpo's plans do not--repeat--do 
crossing attempt. 
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not include a double- 

overcome the swimmer. Too, the paddlers wear white T-shirts 
over black wetsuits. The wetsuits are for warmth. Sign, who's 
ultimate concern is the safety of the swimmer, refuses to sleep 
and never leaves the deck during a crossing. "She goes home 
and sleeps for two days after a double," Hans laughs. 

Parents of each swimmer are warned months in advance that 
they will not be permitted to ride on the boat during the 
crossing.  While  Siga is the  e te rna l  opt imis t ,  te l l ing  the 
swimmers, "You're doing great; you're doing fine," or, "You'll 
be through the current soon,' a parent, by showing signs of 
concern, would add unnecessary strain on the swimmer. 

So while her daughter swam through the night, Phyllis Colpo 
lived through every Stroke and every parental concern while 
skittering through the night in the Colpo's Lakewood home. She 
couldn't sleep, although swimmer John York's mother, who had 
suffered similar trials during her son's swim, helped relieve 
many of Phyllis Colpo's fears. 

"I was concerned," Mrs. Colpo says now. From a mother's 
eye-view, the black of night seemed ten times darker, and there 
was the lingering thought of marine life, "like sharks," Mrs. 
Colpo exasperated. But she understands why she and all other" 
parents have been forbidden to accompany a son or a daughter. 
"They have enough to do without worrying about hysterical 
parents," she conceded. 

At 8 a.m., after making a wrong turn on the way to the beach, 
the Colpo's arrived at Marineland. Th~ ~vaves, Mrs. Colpo noted 
instantly, appeared trecherous, pounding heavily on the rocks 
below where Mary Beth's swim would end. And the barnacles, 
clinging to thevocks, seemed larger arid sharper in the morning 
haze. Only the seals, on rocky perches above the water line, 
appeared content. 

"I never doubted she would make it;" Mrs. Colpo said. "Siga 
never puts them in the water unless they are completely ready. 
But toward the end I began to worry about her climbing out." 

Dayl igh t  is the swimmer's first goal--like the end of the first 
lap to a runner who knows seven laps remain, or like the end of 
history class to a student, knowing geography and English will 
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follow. Dayl ight  r e juvena te s  the  swimmer ' s  thoughts ,  and 
inspires and rouses the crew. 

Passing time in the water, then, the mental games, become as 
intricate and vital as the physical training and pre-crossing 
preparations. "I thought it was neat swimming in the dark," 
Goldenson said. "But I also 16oked forward to the sun coming up. 
I always wanted to sing:Here Comes the Sun,' and this seemed 
like the perfect time." 

Cindy Cleveland, whose double crossing from the mainland to 
Catalina and back established a record, admits she watched the 
people in the boat. "I could see that the weather was changing 
because they'  kept changing clothes. I could tell who was 

• . i n  " Sleeping, and could tell from the expressions how it was go g. 
"Oh, year." Goldenson laughed, "you can read the people in 

the boat like a book." 
John York, however, while fighting illness and high seas, 

found it easier to count the barnacles on the bottom of the boat 
than to count the people inside. And when Penny Dean set her 
two-way crossing record from Catalina and back, the wind 
whipped up three and four:foot wind,hop on the return trip and 
tossed a paddle board and rider on top of her, bruising her arm. 

Eight hours into Mary Beth's swim, she encountered her most 
trying experience. All of the swimmers talk of reaching the end, 
of seeing the shore, of climbing out of the water and into the 
arms of friends and family. Three miles from the mainland 
shore, Mary Beth swam into a current. The ocean became a 
treadmill• For an hour, Mary Beth swam, as Siga says, "uphill." 

"They could see the land in the boat," Mary Beth says, "but in 
the water, you can't see anything. They say the shore is three 
miles away, so you put your head down and swim for another 
hour. Then they say it is still three miles away. Boy, you feel like 
crying." 

Later, someone asked Mary Beth if she ever thought about 
quitting. "I wasn't about to get back into that boat, she 
answered, trying to be sarcastic--but failing by laughing. "I was 
afraid I would get seasick." 

She finally did punch through the current and once again 
began to make steady progress. From the shore, the Atlantis 
first appeared as a shadow, the paddlers grew out of the fog, 
and finally, Mary Beth could be seen making steady progress. 

E a c h  of the swimmers asked Siga to help achieve a goal. Siga 
asked each for a commitment. "A double7" Siga asks. "They 
decide and I let them know what it will take." Mary Beth, for 
instance, hopes to be selected to swim in the Lake Windemere 
crossing in England. Two representatives from this country will 
be chosen in March to compete with the best in Europe, in what 
is billed as the Olympics of long distance swimming. 

John admits, quietly, that he hopes to complete the double, 
while new members hope to complete a single crossing or just 
compete in the various two to 20-mile AAU meets held along the 
coast during the summer. 

On the long range agenda, Sign hopes a swimmer will 
complete the 74-mile loop around Catalina. She also hopes to 
raise money to take her team to Europe, where long distance 
swimming is more popular and better off financially. "These 
kids are not only dedicated," she emphasizes, but also talented. 
The Europeansare  considered the best, but I feel we could 
compete favorably and represent this country very well." 

O f  every 100 questions asked the swimmers, nearly 50 go 
something like, "Do you really smear axle grease all over to 
make you slippery," or "to fight the cold?" 

" ' t  The other 50 are nearly always, Aren you afraid of sharks?" 
To the first question, Mary Beth laughs, The myth, she says, 

began because of a movie of the 1927 Wrigley race. The 102 
contestants were afraid of rubbing sore  spots by wearing 
bathing suits (which were considerably bulkier than today s skin 
suits). Anyway, many contestants wore nothing but a covering 
of axle grease and in complete Victorian modesty, remained 
wrapped in sheets until the starting gun sounded. Hopefully, 
that was the end of that practice. 

To the other question, Mary Beth says she is not afraid of 
sharks. "However, there was the t i m e . . . "  

"We don't publicize our encounters with sharks," Siga says, 
"because the  news is the swim itself." 

Hans adds, "we take every precaution, and have been forced 
to put extra paddlers in the water carrying bang sticks. But the 
press was already growing tired of the swims by the sixth one. 
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If we announced that we had sharks following us, we'd have had 
a writers' paradise." 

"Our greatest concern," Siga adds, "is that a swimmer will 
have to be taken from the water after swimming for eight or ten 
hours• Of all our worries, considering water conditions and 
temperatures, I'd say fish activity is actually no higher than 
fifth among our concerns." 

Phyll is  Colpo scrambled over the rocks, agile as a waterbug, to 
be the first to reach her daughter when She climbed from the 
water. "I just wanted to help," Mrs. Colpo says, "I felt so sorry 
for her." Mary Beth fell on the moss-slick rocks and bloodied her 
knees. Undaunted, she reached her mother and both began 
crying. Her lips and cheeks were swollen and her coloring had 
paled. "She looked waterlogged," Mrs. Colpo added later. 

In a two-page summary of her thoughts entered into her 
scrapbook, Mary Beth wrote, "All my work this summer had 
been put on this one swim. And I broke the world record. One 
thing that stands out vividly in my mind is the trouble climbing 
on to the rocks. They were all slimy and covered with barnacles. 
It's going to be hard waking up from a dream come true•" 

A friend handed a bag of cookies to her and the press fired 
questions. The At lan t i s ,  again, was idling in the harbor. Then 
Hans, who had led her through the waves at the end shouted, 
"Okay, Mary Beth, let's go." They dove into the water and swam 
back to the boat to pass congratulations among the crew. 

If Siga could do anything differently, she says she would 
arrange to be on the shore when the swimmer breaks the 
surface. Of course it's impossible to be in two places at once, and 
the rough surf prevents her from swimming ashore. "We don't 
need another body out there," she says. 

Cindy Cleveland's finish of her double crossing was the most 
horrendous and difficult. "We could see the surf crashing on the 
rocks when we were Still Six miles out to sea," recalls Siga with 
amazement. The ten-foot swells were crashing over the road, 
and there were fears on shore that an unwary spectator would 
be washed out to join Cindy. 

Since the swimmers have to clear the water, or touch the 
ocean's end such as a cliff facing, Cleveland's end was akin to a 
kamikaze run on the boulders. "We waited until a wave threw 
us up on the rocks," Hans says, "Then held on as the water 
washed back out." The waves were so strong, however, that the 
boulders were rolling with the waves. Hans adds, "It was like 
climbing up behind a gravel truck dumping two-foot rocks." 

|~ ~=~ i. My name is Mary Beth Colpo and just recently I swam 
the Catalina Channel." Mary Beth's speech was addressed to the 
IBM year-end sales meeting. Because of her swim, Mary Beth 
had been selected to provide impetus for the new year. 

"It was a goal and a challenge for me and I feel it is very 
important for everyone. . ,  to set goals," she read. "But I had to 
set smaller goals along the way, otherwise it would have been 
like going through a dark tunnel without ever seeing light. I 
tried to come to workouts with a smile, and tried to keep myself 
up and put in my best effort into every practice. Attitudes are 
contagious." 

And she added, "The past summer I was given the 
opportunity to experience something I had experienced before, 
but never to such an extreme degree. That experience was pain. 
Your body is aching, but it is a feeling of success. You've given 
your all. It's a means of experiencing success every day." 

Success has its rewards. It has its measures. Some folks 
design computers. Some fly to the moon. Others build only 
dreams and ideas, while many set goals and grow taller by 
reaching and s t re tching into an unknown darkness.  The 
Catalina Channel is an endless tunnel, 600 fathoms deep and 20 
miles wide. The sound of the water fills all senses. Goggles fog. 
Muscles scream. It's a mountain. 

The swimmers could turn professional and join the circuit of 
lakes and thousand-dollar prizes. But, n-a-a-a-w-w-w. "I think if I 
raced for money it would take the fun out of it," Mary Beth said. 
• "And there's no way," 15-year-old Alexander said, "that 

anybody or anything is going to make you get out there and go 
through this training if you don't like it. Not parents, friends 
• . . ,  or even money. 

"It takes a special person to do what they are doing," Siga 
concludes. "To make the sacrifices, to place the priorities. This 
marathon swimming is a priority." 

Backing up, then, to 6 p.m. and dinner before Mary Beth's 
swim. The shrimp dinner. It w a s  somehow symbolic. 
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World Wide 
Inc. 

has it! 
We're the people swimmers depend on for 
fast delivery of fine quality equipment at 
very fair prices ito meet individual and 
team needs. 

Get acquainted with our wide, wide 
selection of:. 

• 

Aquatic e ,lnc._. 
• 8422 Vine, Cincinnati, Ohio 45216 ~ ' ~ ' ~  
Phone: 513/821-2214 
Please send complete catalog 
and price list• 
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